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Learning to Dance on Water

How many of us have been completely captivated by the sudden sight of a school of

dolphins leaping across the wave tops? Haven’t you wondered what makes these creatures

tick? Why they appear so happy? What is the human-dolphin connection? Why do the

gray whales now freely approach people in boats even after being almost hunted to

extinction?

DANCING ON WATER is a delightful and insightful exploration into these and

many other questions about our cetacean friends, the dolphins and the whales. This heart-

warming and true-life compilation of stories chronicles one woman’s quest, beginning with

her own near death experience, followed by a “visitation” from the dolphins in meditation,

and finally to real-time experiences with the wild spinner dolphins in Hawaii and later the

bottlenose dolphins in the Caribbean. In hindsight, she sees how she is prepared for the

dolphins’ teachings by some of her other animal companions.

As she receives “messages” of upliftment and hope from her animal allies, she finds

herself being led to explore the worlds of psychic communication and telepathy and gives

clues to the reader as to how to make their own spirit connections to these animals.

Her interests eventually also take her to Vancouver Island in British Columbia to

observe the orcas in the wild and to the Baja Peninsula to witness the gray whales and their

young. Ultimately, she believes we are being asked by the animal kingdoms of the planet

to remember our larger interconnectivity and to act as stewards for a miraculous variety of

life forms, both great and small. By truly listening to the natural wisdom and intelligence

running throughout life, perhaps we will better learn to trust the call of our own hearts.
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